Urban Dictionary: mesmerized 18 Jun 2017 - 4 min - Uploaded by Les Roediger The total solar eclipse on Monday, August 21, 2017 will take place at 28-29 degrees tropical. The Language of Mesmerization The Mesmerization of Language. Mesmerization is an upir power which allows upirs to hypnotize any person, even themselves, to do anything they want. Mesmerization is a power that all upirs Mesmerization: The Spells that Control Us: why We are Losing Our. Usage examples of mesmerization. Keller and McAddis couldve kickboxed up here and the captain wouldnt have broken his mesmerization with the Mesmerization Define Mesmerization at Dictionary.com Word Origin & History. 1829, back-formation from mesmerism. Transferred sense of entrall is first attested 1862. Related: Mesmerized mesmerizing. Mesmerization:: Spells:: EverQuest:: ZAM 6 Oct 2008. In Mesmerization, Gee Thompson deconstructs contemporary culture in a new and exciting way. From faith to fashion, psycho-babble to mesmerized - Dictionary Definition; Vocabulary.com Sixty-five of the most dominant and powerful of these spells form the core of Mesmerization. In this highly visual publication, the many facets of each spell are Mesmerization - Project 1999 Wiki mes-mer-ized, mes-mer-iz-ing, mes-mer-iz-es. 1. To spellbind enthrall: The dance was subtle but at the same time it was sensual, and it mesmerized him Robert Rosenberg. 2. To hypnotize. mesmerized - tradução português – dicionário bab.la inglês-português having your attention fixated as though by a spell, or to be hypnotized. Mesmerization dictionary definition mesmerization defined Übersetzung für mesmerization im Englisch-Deutsch-Wörterbuch dict.cc. Mesmerization Hemlock Grove Wiki FANDOM powered by Wikia mesmerization. Noun. usually uncountable, plural mesmerizations hypnotism. Mesmerize Synonyms, Mesmerize Antonyms Thesaurus.com Captain Beyond - Mesmerization Eclipse música para ouvir e letra da música com legenda! Sun and moon in the valley at the same time Bringing out the Mesmerization Definition of Mesmerization by Websters Online. Notes and images from The Language of Mesmerization The Language of Mesmerization Language originally created in 1986 as a slide dissolve installation. mesmerize Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary? EQTC - Item: Spell: Mesmerization Mesmerizer definition: If you are mesmerized by something, you are so interested in it or so attracted to it. Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples. MESMERIZATION ECLIPSE - YouTube Mesmerization Spell card.png. Information. Rarity: Rare. Type: Spell. Mode: Sabotage. Effect: Mesmerizes an enemy Hero. Target: Enemy Hero. Obtained in Mesmerization - definition of mesmerization by The Free Dictionary Mesmerize Definition of Mesmerize by Merriam-Webster Multis exemplos de traduções como mesmerization – Dicionário português-inglês e busca em milhões de traduções. Define Mesmerization - Power Thesaurus Tradução de mesmerized e muitas outras traduções em português no dicionário de inglês-português. Images for Mesmerization The new cinematic technologies mesmerized audiences in ways that the most imaginative showman could never hope to with his primitive animation efforts. What does mesmerization mean - Definition of mesmerization. Everquest Recipe Information for Spell: Mesmerization. Mesmerization Spell - Official Orcs Must Die! Unchained Wiki The list of Mesmerization definitions helps to quickly define Mesmerization and get the meaning with synonyms and sample usage. mesmerism - Wiktionary Many translated example sentences containing mesmerization – Portuguese-English dictionary and search engine for Portuguese translations. mesmerization definition of mesmerization in English by Oxford. 9 May 2011. How many times have you been mesmerized by something, so captured by it that it was like you were in a trance? The word “mesmerize” dates Mesmerize definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary? If youre mesmerized, you are so fascinated by something, you cant look away. The mesmerized look in your eyes reveals that watching hockey seems to put Spell: Mesmerization:: Recipes:: EverQuest:: ZAM mesmerization usually uncountable, plural mesmerizations hypnotism. Mesmerization - definition of mesmerization by The Free Dictionary 2 Jun 2018. Cause enemies in a small area around your target to fall into an enchanted sleep for up to 24 secs 4 ticks. This spell works on creatures up to mesmerization - Portuguese translation – Linguee Definition of mesmerization -. mesmerization. British mesmerisation. noun. See mesmerize. Example sentences. Several recently published studies conclude Mesmerization - Thames & Hudson These memes are the subject of Gee Thomsons ambitious and unusual book Mesmerization. Thomsons position is that the proliferation of available information dict.cc mesmerization Wörterbuch Englisch-Deutsch Everquest Spell Information for Spell: Mesmerization. take too long and the tank was going down quickly. I cast mesmerization with the area mez. mesmerization - Tradução em português – Linguee It is more appropriate to this wild place, and far more effective as you will find, than our European method of mesmerization. Nightmare Tales. H. P. Blavatsky Mesmerization Eclipse - Captain Beyond - VAGALUME Spell: Mesmerization MAGIC ITEM Level Needed: 16. Skill: Conjunction Mana Cost: 70. WT: 0.1 Size: SMALL Class: ENC Race: ALL Stackable up to 20. EQ item Mesmerization - Icon Magazine Looking for definition of Mesmerization? Mesmerization explanation. Define Mesmerization by Websters Dictionary, WordNet Lexical Database, Dictionary of Psychologys History of Being Mesmerized - Psych Central When the Pences personally served breakfast to the Trumps at the governors residence after a Trump rally in Indiana in July, the Trumps were mesmerized by.